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  Editorial Note  

 

Paleobotany is the investigation of the plants that lived quite a while in the past. The prefix paleo originates from the Greek 

word paleon which implies old, while, botany is the investigation of plants. It is one portion of a bigger part of science called 

Fossil Science (paleontology) which considers the historical backdrop of life on Earth more by and large. Paleobotany explicitly 

centers on the investigation of vegetation, while paleozoology centers on creature i.e. animal life.  

Paleobotany helps in responding to different inquiries, for example, what sorts of plants may a ravenous dinosaur have eaten? 

When did blossoms initially show up on Earth? How did plants add to the development of earth's present climate? What’s more, 

some more. Paleobotany permits us to think about the kinds of plants that lived sometime in the past. It encourages us to find 

out about what life on Earth resembled in the far off past.  

Paleobotany has a long history in the kingdom of science. Plant fossils are generally effectively unmistakable and individuals all 

through the world have been finding and gathering them for many years. By the mid-1700’s, a few books had just been 

distributed that included representations of plant fossils. Such as, the Herbarium Diluvianum, included detailed pictures and 

portrayals of fossilized plants gathered from England, Germany and Switzerland.  

Curiosity in Paleobotany kept on becoming throughout the following hundred years and by the 1800’s, researchers had started 

to distribute books containing significantly more particular data about explicit sorts of plants or the plants that developed in a 

specific district of the Earth. They had started to perceive that it was conceivable to assemble point by point data about the 

atmosphere of the past just by looking at fossilized plants. Indeed, even the popular naturalist Charles Darwin perceived the 

significance of Paleobotany. While today, more concern is paid to Darwin's thoughts regarding the advancement of animals, he 

was keen on plant development too. He accepted that a great deal of data about the past could be gotten the hang of utilizing 

the instruments of Paleobotany.  

Paleobotanists have had the option to become familiar with a great deal about the movement of life on Earth by examining the 

plants that lived sometime in the past. We currently realize that the main land plants started to develop on Earth around 700 

million years back. This was LONG before any creatures had the option to get by ashore and truth be told, the presence of these 

early plants most likely assumed a major part in making the Earth's air more accommodating for creature life. Much the same 

as plants that live today, these old plants eliminated carbon dioxide from the climate and delivered oxygen, changing the 

environment and making it almost certain that creatures would have the option to survive on terrestrial as well. 

The investigation of Paleobotany truly took off over the most recent couple of long periods of the nineteenth century and has 

proceeded to the current day. This was principally because of the incidence of coal mining during this time. Many, many plant 

fossils were found all through the world during the way toward digging for coal and the quantity of researchers who intended 

these interesting fossils developed and developed consequently. 
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